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Real Estate:
Virtual property tours and 360-degree
images of homes and commercial spaces
provide potential buyers with immersive
experiences, attracting more leads and
increasing property
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#2 Hospitality Travel:
Hotels, resorts, tourism companies
can showcase their accommodations,
amenities, travel destinations through
interactive 360 photography, enticing
travelers and enhancing bookings.
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#3 Automotive:
Car manufacturers dealerships
leverage photography to present
detailed views of vehicle interiors
exteriors, elevating the online shopping
experience boosting sales.
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#4 E-commerce:
Online retailers can implement 360 product
photography to showcase products from all
angles, providing customers a
realistic shopping experience, leading to
higher conversion rates.
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#5 Education Training:
Educational institutions training
organizations use photography to
create immersive learning experiences,
enabling students trainees to explore
virtual environments.
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#6 Event Management:
Event planners organizers offer
virtual event tours immersive
experiences, attracting attendees
sponsors while promoting upcoming
events.
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#7 Tourism and Travel Agencies:
Travel agencies use

present popular tourist attractions,
giving travelers taste of their potential
travel destinations and inspiring bookings.
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#8 Architecture & Interior Design:
Architects interior designers showcase
their projects through photography, providing
clients with a comprehensive view of designs
spaces.
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#9 Entertainment Media:
The entertainment industry use 360
photography for interactive movie
promotions, concert
behind-the-scenes content.
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#10 Manufacturing Industrial:
Manufacturers utilize
for product demonstrations, virtual factory
tours, training employees on equipment
and safety procedures.
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#11 Healthcare Medical Facilities:
Medical institutions implement
photography for virtual tours hospitals,
medical training simulations, patient
education.
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#12 Museums Cultural Institutions:
Museums offer exhibits

engaging visitors
globally and promoting cultural heritage.
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#13 Sports Fitness:
Fitness centers sports facilities
use to showcase their
facilities, classes, equipment,
attracting new members.
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#14 Food Restaurant Industry:
Restaurants food delivery services

present images their dining
spaces, menu items, and food
preparation, enticing customers to
dine-in or order.
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#15 Retail Fashion:
Fashion brands use 360 photography
to showcase clothing accessories,
offering customers a closer look at
products encouraging purchases.
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